
গণজাতী বাংলােদশ সরকর
ম ও কমসংান মণালয়

কলকরখানা ও িতান পিরদশন অিধদর "সু িমক, েশাভন কমপিরেবশ;
গেড় তুলেব াট বাংলােদশ"

  

কাপ পযেবেণর তথ

করখানার নাম েশানন েসােয়টরস িলঃ
িঠকনা Plot-A-118. S-36, BSCIC, Konabari, Gazipur
করখানার েকড GZP309
কলার েকড

মূলায়েনর ধরণ:  কঠেমাগত মূলায়ন পযেবেণর তিরখ:  ১২-০৪-২০২৩
১. পযেবণ



পিরদশন
পযেবণ Moderated Stressed Column

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

১.১. কযম

কযম Factory Engineer to review design, loads and columns stresses in area identified
above B6 column.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর েযাজ নয়
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

09-April-2019: DEA reports and submission letter to DIFE have been found on site.
Approval of DEA report is In progress. 07-Nov-2019: DEA report has been found at
site. Received copy of submission of DEA report to DIFE has been found. 04-Mar-
2020: DEA report has been received by DIFE dated on 10.12.2018. But, some
mismatch are found in DEA documents and as built drawings. Evidence of ferro
scan and column strip cutting were missing in DEA report. Toilet build up level are
not match with as built drawing. Some build up observed in wash section but
missing in drawing. Layout and capacity of plastic water tank mentioned in as built
drawing are not match with as built condition. 19.10.2020: DEA report and design
drawing submitted to DIFE for approval and the letter was found onsite.
06.01.2021: DEA report has been found at site. Received copy of submission of
DEA report to DIFE has been found. 10.08.2021: DEA report has been found at site.
Received copy of submission of DEA report to DIFE has been found. 17.08.2022:
DEA report has been found at site but not updated. Factory have some correction.
After complete all correction they submit updated DEA document to DIFE as son as
possible. 12-04-2023: Same as previous visit.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 

         

২. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ Moderated Stressed Column

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

২.১. কযম

কযম Verify in-situ concrete stresses either by 100mm dia. cores or existing cylinder strength
data for identified B6 columns.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর েযাজ নয়
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা সংেশািধত

মব

09-April-2019: Core test results have been found on site with different name of the
factory. No evidence of core cutting have been observed on site. 07-Nov-2019: Core test
results have been found on site with different name of the factory. No evidence of core
cutting has been observed on site. 04-Mar-2020: Core test repot was found but factory
name mentioned in core test report is not matched. Also, evidence of core cutting was not
possible to verify due to plastering work. 19.10.2020: DEA report was submitted to DIFE for
approval which covers the core test report. But the core test report states different factory
name and no core cutting evidence was seen during inspection. 06-01-2021: Core test
results have been found on site with different name of the factory. No evidence of core
cutting have been observed on site. 10.08.2021: Core test results have been found on site
with different name of the factory. No evidence of core cutting have been observed on site.
17.08.2022: Core test results have been found on site with different name of the factory.
factory management says that, when the DEA work start & Core has been taken of the
building then the factory name is Mega Fashion Wear Ltd. DEA Completion, return for
correction & resubmission continue after a long time. in the mean time factory name is
change by Shanon Sweater Ltd. Again after a same day factory change name by Swan
Sweater Ltd. Also we verify core layout plan. core layout plan are matched with provide
core layout plan. 12.04.2023: Completed.

 সংযুসমূহ (৮) 

            

         

৩. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ Moderated Stressed Column

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৩.১. কযম

কযম Produce and actively manage a loading plan for all floor plates within the factory
giving consideration to floor capacity and column capacity.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর েযাজ নয়
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

09-April-2019: Load plan has been found without approval and not posted. 07-
Nov-2019: No load marking has been observed at site. Load plan without seal and
signature has been found at site. 04-Mar-2020: Load plan has been found posted
but not approved yet. Also, no load marking has been observed at site.
19.10.2020: Load plan was found but not approved. They submitted load plan for
approval. Load marking was not given on each floors.at site. 06.01.2021: Load plan
was found but not approved. They submitted load plan for approval. Load marking
was not given on each floors. 10.08.2021: Load plan was found but not approved.
They submitted load plan for approval. Load marking was not given on each floors.
17.08.2022: Factory has been submit DEA report to DIFE but not approved yet. so
approved floor load plan not found during visit day. Load marking not found some
area. 12.04.2023: Same as previous.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 

         

৪. পযেবণ
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পিরদশন
পযেবণ Lateral Stability System

কাপ
আইেটম
কাটগির

৪.১. কযম

কযম Building Engineer needs to check existing flat slab system. Lateral system is
required to ensure stability of the structure.

সুপািরেশর
তথসূ
করখানার
কযম
অািধকর েযাজ নয়
চূড়া
সময়সীমা -

সংেশািধত
সময়সীমা ০১-০১-১৯৭০

অগিতর
অবা চলমান

মব

09-April-2019: DEA reports and submission letter to DIFE have been found on site.
Approval of DEA report is In progress. 07-Nov-2019: DEA report has been found at
site. Received copy of submission of DEA report to DIFE has been found. 04-Mar-
2020: This issue is covered in DEA. DEA report has been received by DIFE dated on
10.12.2018. 19.10.2020: DEA report was submitted on 2018 received by DIFE for
approval. 06-01-2021: DEA report has been found at site. Received copy of
submission of DEA report to DIFE has been found. 10.08.2021: DEA report has been
found at site. Received copy of submission of DEA report to DIFE has been found.
17.08.2022: DEA report has been found at site but not updated. Factory have some
correction. After complete all correction they submit updated DEA document to
DIFE as son as possible. 12.04.2023: Same as previous.

 সংযুসমূহ (৪) 
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